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Abstract: This paper presents a parametric analysis relative to the effects of the dielectric constant 

of the substrate, substrate thickness and slot width on the edge capacitance of a slot-based resonator. 

The interest is to find the conditions (ranges of the previously cited parameters) compatible with 

the presence of a quasi-magnetic wall in the plane of the slot (or plane of the metallization). If such 

magnetic wall is present (or roughly present), the electric field in the plane of the slot is tangential 

(or quasi-tangential) to it and the edge capacitance can be considered to be the parallel combination 

of the capacitances at both sides of the slot. Moreover, variations in one of such capacitances, e.g., 

caused by a change in the material on top of the slot, or by a modification of the dielectric constant 

of the substrate do not affect the opposite capacitance. Under the magnetic wall approximation, the 

capacitance of certain electrically small slot-based resonators can be easily linked to the dielectric 

constant of the material present on top of it. The consequence is that such resonators can be used as 

sensing elements in a permittivity sensor and the dielectric constant of the so-called material under 

test (MUT) can be determined from the measured resonance frequency and a simple analytical 

expression. In this paper, the results of this parametric analysis are validated by considering several 

sensing structures based on dumbbell defect ground structure (DB-DGS) resonators of different 

dimensions. 
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1. Introduction 

The measurement of the dielectric properties and composition of materials, including 

solids and liquids, by means of planar microwave resonant-based sensors has been a 

subject of growing interest in recent years (see [1] and references therein). As compared 

to bulk sensors (e.g., waveguide or cavity sensors [2,3]), planar sensing devices exhibit 

low cost and profile and can be implemented in flexible substrates (including plastics, 

paper, etc.), thereby opening the option to implement conformal sensors [4], wearable 

sensors [5], submersible sensors [6], etc. Moreover, planar sensors may integrate the 

necessary electronics for signal generation and post-processing (and eventually for 

communication purposes) in the same substrate where the sensing element is 

implemented and such sensors are compatible with other technologies, such as 

microfluidics [7–10], micromachining, lab-on-a-chip [11], etc. In addition to the 

advantages of planar technology, sensors operating at microwave frequencies are 

especially suited for the measurement of the dielectric properties of samples, as far as 

microwaves exhibit significant penetration depths in most materials, including solid 

dielectrics, liquids and biomaterials. Thus, noninvasive measurements using microwave 

signals are possible. Finally, the main relevant characteristics of planar resonant elements, 

i.e., the resonance frequency, phase and quality factor, are highly sensitive to the dielectric 
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properties (complex permittivity) of the surrounding medium and, consequently, 

resonant methods are good candidates for the implementation of highly sensitive 

permittivity sensors. 

There are several strategies or working principles for the implementation of 

permittivity sensors based on planar resonators, including frequency variation [12–27], 

frequency splitting [28–36], phase variation [37–50], coupling modulation [51–61] and 

differential-mode sensors [62–72] (Nevertheless, some differential sensors are based also 

on some of the previous working principles, e.g., phase variation [37–41]). Frequency-

splitting, coupling-modulation and differential-mode sensors exploit electromagnetic 

symmetry properties [73,74] and exhibit high robustness against cross-sensitivities related 

to changes in environmental factors, such as temperature or humidity (Nevertheless, most 

coupling-modulation sensors are devoted to the measurement of spatial variables, rather 

than material properties). Frequency-variation and phase-variation sensors, by contrast, 

are less tolerant to the effects of ambient factors, unless these sensors are implemented 

differentially. However, the design of these sensors is, in general, very simple. Typically, 

frequency-variation and phase-variation sensors are implemented by means of a 

transmission line and a loading or coupled planar resonant element and examples of 

transmission-mode (e.g., [16,21,47]) and reflective-mode (e.g., [45,48]) devices have been 

reported. Recently, phase-variation sensors with unprecedented sensitivity have been 

presented [45]. In such sensors, a harmonic interrogation signal suffices for sensing. 

However, phase measurements, especially in reflective-mode structures, i.e., those 

exhibiting the highest reported sensitivities [45], are not so simple in a real scenario. 

Frequency-variation sensors measure the variation in the notch or peak resonance 

frequency and eventually the magnitude (or quality factor) of a transmission line loaded 

with a sensing resonator that is caused by the variation in the permittivity of the so-called 

material under test (MUT). For sensing in an operational environment, wideband voltage 

controlled oscillators (VCOs) that are able to cover the entire output frequency dynamic 

range are needed (thereby increasing the cost). This is the main drawback of these sensors 

than compared to single-frequency sensors such as phase-variation, coupling modulation 

or some differential-mode sensors. However, frequency-variation permittivity sensors 

have been widely investigated with many papers devoted to sensitivity enhancement and 

they are still the subject of intensive research because the combinations of design 

simplicity, achievable sensitivity, robustness and required associated electronics in such 

sensors are good. 

There are many planar resonators useful for sensing by exploiting frequency 

variation. Of particular interest are those resonators exhibiting a small electrical size [74–

76], including metallic and slot-based resonators, since the overall size of the sensing 

region can be minimized by considering such small-sized sensing elements. The examples 

of electrically small metallic resonators are the step impedance resonator (SIR) [77], the 

step impedance shunt stub (SISS) [78], the folded SIR [79], the split ring resonator (SRR) 

[80], the open split ring resonator (OSRR) [81], the spiral resonator (SR) [82] and the 

electric LC (ELC) resonator [83], among others. The slot (or complementary) counterparts 

of the previous resonators, i.e., the dumbbell defect ground structure resonator (DB-DGS) 

[84], the slotted shunt stub [85], the folded DB-DGS [73], the complementary split ring 

resonator (CSRR) [86], the open complementary split ring resonator (OCSRR) [87] and the 

magnetic LC (MLC) resonator [88], are also of interest for sensing. Indeed, slotted 

resonators etched, e.g., in the ground plane of a microstrip line, may represent a better 

alternative to their metallic counterparts. The reason is that since the MUT should be in 

contact or in close proximity to the resonant element, such MUT is necessarily located in 

the backside part of the substrate. By this means, any potential interference of the MUT 

(including the microfluidic channel and mechanical accessories in sensors devoted to the 

measurement of liquid properties) with the line and associated electronics can be 

circumvented. 
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In slotted resonators, the change in the resonance frequency is caused by the variation 

of the capacitance, in turn produced by the effects of the MUT. It is possible to analytically 

obtain the expression providing the sensitivity as a function of the dielectric constant of 

the MUT under some reasonable hypothesis and approximations. Specifically, for that 

purpose, it is necessary to express the dependence of the resonator’s capacitance on the 

dielectric constant of the MUT and this can be easily achieved if the capacitance of the 

resonator can be expressed as the parallel combination of the capacitances of the two 

halves (above and below) of the resonator plane. Such parallel association of capacitances 

is valid as far as the electric field in the slot region (in the plane of the slot) is tangential or 

quasi-tangential to it, i.e., if there is a magnetic or quasi-magnetic wall in the slot (or 

resonator) plane. In this paper, a parametric analysis to infer the validity of this quasi-

magnetic wall approximation is carried out and then the results of the analysis are 

validated by means of electromagnetic simulations in sensing structures consisting in a 

microstrip line loaded with a DB-DGS resonator. Nevertheless, the sensitivity analysis, 

which is focused on obtaining the specific expression providing the sensitivity as a 

function of the dielectric constant of the MUT, is first developed.  

2. DB-DGS Microstrip Sensor and Sensitivity Analysis 

The typical topology of the DB-DGS based microstrip permittivity sensor is depicted 

in Figure 1, where the circuit model is included. Such model was validated in previous 

papers [65,89] by comparing the circuit response given by the extracted parameters with 

the electromagnetic simulation, where it was concluded that the agreement is very good. 

The sensitivity of any sensor is defined as the derivative of the output variable with 

respect to the input variable. In frequency-variation permittivity sensors, there are 

typically two input variables or measurands, which are the dielectric constant of the MUT, 

εMUT, and the loss tangent tan δMUT. The pair of measurands may also be the real and the 

imaginary parts of the relative complex permittivity (the real part is actually the dielectric 

constant). Nevertheless, the relevant sensitivity, which is the one used for comparison 

purposes, is the one providing the variation of the resonance frequency of the sensing 

element, f0, with εMUT. It is obvious that the effects of εMUT on the resonance frequency are 

stronger in high-frequency sensors. Therefore, for the sake of comparison, the relative 

sensitivity is defined as follows: 

� =
1

��

���

�e���
=

1

��

���

��′���

��′���

�e���
  (1)

and is considered to be the more realistic and significant performance parameter [89]. The 

resonance frequency is given by the following: 

�� =
1

2p���′���

 , (2)

where L and C’MUT are the inductance and capacitance, respectively, of the DB-DGS 

resonator loaded with the MUT (Actually, the MUT modifies the capacitance and leaves 

the inductance unaltered). In order to obtain the last derivative of the right-hand side 

member in (1), which is ��′���/�e���, let us assume that the capacitance of the DB-DGS 

resonator can be expressed as the parallel combination of the capacitances present at both 

halves of the resonant element, i.e., the upper half, CU,MUT, and lower half CL. We have the 

following. 

�′��� = ��,��� + �� (3)

The validity of (3) is subjected to the fact that there is a magnetic or quasi-magnetic 

wall in the plane of the resonator. Indeed, if both the MUT and the substrate are 

considered to be semi-infinite in the vertical direction, then the electric field lines in the 

MUT and substrate are mirror images and there is a perfect magnetic wall in that plane (it 
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is assumed that the thickness of the metallization is negligible). The semi-infinite 

approximation requires that the MUT and substrate are thick enough so that the electric 

field intensity in the MUT/air and substrate/air interfaces can be neglected. In principle, 

the MUT can be chosen in order to satisfy such requirement (for instance, if the MUT is a 

liquid sample, a container or a fluidic channel with sufficient height can be designed). 

However, the thickness of the substrate might be dictated by other requirements and 

cannot always be considered to be semi-infinite. Thus, if the substrate has a finite thickness 

and the electric field intensity in the substrate/air interface is not negligible, it is apparent 

that the electric field lines will be refracted in that interface due to the discontinuity of the 

dielectric constant. Consequently and rigorously speaking, the magnetic wall in the 

resonator plane will no longer exist. However, it is reasonable to assume that if the ratio 

between the capacitive slot width, S, and the substrate thickness, h, is significantly smaller 

than one, which is a situation found in most cases, the electric field lines in the slot region 

are roughly tangential. Thus, a quasi-magnetic wall in that plane is expected in that case 

and, consequently, Equation (3) can be considered valid. Nevertheless, the limits of 

validity of the quasi-magnetic wall approximation will be discussed in the next section. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Typical topology (a) and equivalent circuit model (b) of a DB-DGS-loaded microstrip line. 

Relevant dimensions are indicated. The strip of the line is indicated in black color, whereas the 

ground plane where the DB-DGS resonator is etched, is depicted in grey color. In (b), the resonant 

tank accounts for the DB-DGS resonator, whereas the line sections of characteristic impedance Z0 

and electrical length kd, describe the pair of lines between the ports (P1 and P2) and the position 

where the resonator is etched (k is the phase constant and d is the length of these line sections). 

Assuming that the capacitance of the slot is separable in two parts, as given by (3), 

let us next calculate the relative sensitivity (1). For that purpose, it is necessary to express 

C’MUT as a function of εMUT. If the MUT and the substrate are both semi-infinite, the 

following result is obtained [21,48]: 

�′��� = �′���

e� + e���

e� + 1
 (4)

where C’air is the capacitance of the bare resonator, i.e., surrounded by air. The capacitance 

is given by the following: 

��
��� = ��,��� + ��  (5)

where εr is the substrate dielectric constant. In (5), CU,air is the contribution of the upper 

semi-space (air) to the total capacitance. By comparing (5) and (3), it is clear that the 

presence of any MUT on top of the resonator does not alter the contribution to the 

capacitance associated to the substrate, CL, which is an assumption valid under the quasi-

magnetic wall approximation. However, (4) is not valid if the semi-infinite substrate 

approximation does not hold. Under these conditions and assuming that the quasi-
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magnetic wall approximation still holds, it follows that the capacitance of the resonator 

loaded with the MUT, C’MUT, is given by an expression formally identical to (4):  

��
��� = ��

���

e�,�� + e���

e�,�� + 1
  (6)

where the single change concerns the dielectric constant of the substrate, which is replaced 

with an equivalent dielectric constant, εr,eq, defined as the dielectric constant of a semi-

infinite substrate providing an identical contribution to the capacitance, namely, CL.  

The equivalent dielectric constant can be calculated by isolating it from (6) and by 

considering a MUT with well-known dielectric constant εMUT. This provides the following: 

e�,�� =

��
���

��
���

− e���

1 −
��

���
��

���

=  
��,���

� − e�����,���
�

��,���
� − ��,���

�   (7)

where ��,��� and ��,��� are the resonance frequencies of the bare resonator and resonator 

loaded with the MUT, respectively, i.e., the easily measurable quantities. Once the 

equivalent dielectric constant is found, the dielectric constant of an unknown MUT is 

obtained by isolating it from (6). The following is provided. 

e��� = (e
�,��

+ 1)
��,���

�

��,���
� − e�,��  (8)

Using (2) and (6), the relative sensitivity (1) is found to be as follows: 

� = −
1

2
×

1

e�,�� + e���
 (9)

and it depends solely on the dielectric constant of the MUT. Moreover, it increases by 

decreasing the dielectric constant and thickness of the substrate, since this has the effect 

of reducing the equivalent dielectric constant. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that 

if the thickness of the substrate is extremely small, in comparison with the slot width, S, 

the validity of the previous analysis might be questionable as far as the considered quasi-

magnetic wall approximation might not be satisfied, which is an aspect to that will be 

analyzed and discussed in the following section. 

3. Parametric Analysis 

In this section, a parametric analysis devoted to gathering the limits of validity of the 

quasi-magnetic wall approximation is carried out. However, rather than considering a slot 

structure over a dielectric substrate (Figure 2a), the structure under study is a coplanar 

waveguide (CPW) with a central strip width 10 times larger than the width of the slots, 

i.e., W = 10S (see Figure 2b). The reason is that some authors previously developed a 

software tool useful to calculate the quasi-static capacitance and the effective dielectric 

constant of a CPW. With such relation between the slot and strip width and symmetric 

(even-mode) excitation (the fundamental mode of a CPW), the electric field does not 

appreciably reach the bisecting symmetry plane (a magnetic wall). Thus, the system can 

be considered to be composed of two independent halves, where the behavior of each half 

is identical to the one of the slot structure of Figure 2a (actually, the same conclusion is 

deduced for odd-mode excitation of the CPW structure). Therefore, carrying out the 

parametric analysis on the CPW transmission line (with W = 10S) is fully justified. 

The effective dielectric constants of the CPW structures (used to check the validation 

of the behavior of the slots) have been calculated by means of the highly efficient semi-

numerical algorithm reported in [90], which is basically an enhanced version of the well-

known method of moments (MoM) in the spectral domain. In order to obtain the per-unit-

length capacitance (C) and inductance (L) matrices of a general multi-conductor CPW, an 
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integral equation is posed for the tangential electrical field in the slots. The kernel of such 

integral equation in the spectral domain can be analytically determined for a very general 

class of multilayered substrates. In addition, the use of appropriate basis functions with 

edge singularities and analytical techniques to speed up the calculation of the entries of 

the MoM matrix results in a very fast and extremely accurate computer code, which has 

been the considered one (see [90] for further details, which are out of the scope of this 

paper). 

The parameters under consideration are the slot width S, the substrate thickness h 

and the dielectric constant of the substrate εr (as mentioned W = 10S). It is assumed that 

the conductivity of the metal layer is infinite and its thickness is null (perfect conductor 

approximation). Due to the scalability of the Maxwell equations, it follows that the 

relevant geometry parameter is the ratio between the slot width and substrate height, r = 

S/h. Thus, the parametric analysis reduces the study of the effects to only two parameters, 

r and εr. For any given combination of r and εr, the tool provides the effective dielectric 

constant, εeff, of the actual (CPW) structure (Figure 2b), as well as the effective dielectric 

constant of a CPW covered with a dielectric material identical to the substrate (i.e., with 

the same dielectric constant and thickness), see Figure 2c. Such an effective dielectric 

constant is indeed the equivalent dielectric constant, εr,eq, as defined in the previous 

section. If the quasi-magnetic wall approximation assumed in the previous analysis is 

valid, the effective dielectric constant, εeff, should coincide with the effective dielectric 

constant of the CPW calculated simply as (1 + εr,eq)/2  εav, i.e., the average value of the 

dielectric constant of air and εr,eq. Therefore, an indicative parameter of the validity of the 

quasi-magnetic wall approximation is the relative difference between εeff and εav. When 

expressed in percentage, such a parameter or relative error is simply Erel = 100×(εeff  εav)/εeff. 

 

Figure 2. Cross sectional view of the slot structure (a), equivalent coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

structure (b) and symmetric CPW structure, with the metal layer equally covered at both sides (c). 

The vertical symmetry planes in the CPWs of (b,c) are perfect magnetic walls for the fundamental 

(even) CPW mode. The horizontal symmetry plane in (c) is a perfect magnetic wall, whereas the 

horizontal plane in (a,b) are quasi-magnetic walls, provided Erel is small. 

Figure 3 depicts εeff, εr,eq and Erel as a function of r by considering the dielectric constant 

of the substrate, εr, as the parameter. It can be appreciated that Erel grows with r, which is 

as expected on account of the increasing magnitude of the electric field in the substrate/air 

interface as r increases. Moreover, the relative error increases with the dielectric constant 

of the substrate. That is, a higher dielectric constant contrast generates stronger refraction 
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of the electric field lines in the substrate/air interface, thereby magnifying the asymmetry 

between the electric field lines at both sides of the metal layer. Note that in the limit when 

εr  1, there is perfect symmetry with regard to the metal plane and such plane is a perfect 

magnetic wall. Nevertheless, according to Figure 3, the relative error in the worst 

considered case, r = 20 and εr = 10.2, is as small as Erel = 0.43%. Moreover, for reasonable 

DB-DGS resonators and substrates, the ratio between the slot width and the substrate 

height is expected to be smaller than one (r < 1), which is a range where the relative error 

is found to be negligible according to Figure 3c. Consequently, it can be concluded that 

the horizontal plane of the CPW metal can be considered to be a magnetic wall to a very 

good approximation and this extends to the slot structure of Figure 2a as far as the 

behavior of both structures is very similar. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 3. Dependence of εeff (a), εr,eq (b) and Erel (c) with r, as parametrized by εr. 

It is interesting to mention that, according to Figure 3b, as r decreases, the equivalent 

dielectric constant, εr,eq, approaches that of the substrate, εr. The reason is that in the limit 

when r  0, the substrate satisfies the semi-infinite approximation. Moreover, for a given 

value of r, the lower the value of εr, the closer the value of εr,eq to εr. Note that in the limit 

when εr  1 (air), the equivalent dielectric constant must satisfy εr,eq  εr = 1, regardless of 

the value of r. In the next section, which is devoted to validation by means of 

electromagnetic simulation of various DB-DGS-loaded microstrip line based sensors and 

the analysis of the previous section, it will be demonstrated that the agreement between 

the equivalent dielectric constant of the considered substrates and the results given in 

Figure 3b is good. 

4. Validation 

The objective of this section is to validate the sensitivity analysis of Section 3, 

including the procedure to infer the equivalent dielectric constant of the substrate as is 

detailed in Section 2. For that purpose, several DB-DGS geometries and substrates (with 

different values of the thickness and dielectric constant) are considered. Table 1 indicates 

such geometry and substrate parameters for the six considered structures (designated as 

sensors A, B, C, D, E and F). 

Table 1. Geometry and substrate parameters for the considered sensors. 

Sensor  f0,air (GHz) Ws (mm) εr h (mm) S (mm) l (mm) Wa (mm) la (mm) 

A 3.204 3.91 2.20 1.270 0.300 21 3.7 3.7 

B 3.226 0.562 3.55 0.254 0.300 20 3.5 3.5 

C 3.22 1.13 3.55 0.508 0.600 21.6 3.5 3.5 

D 3.24 0.368 6.15 0.254 0.200 20 2.3 2.3 

E 3.28 1.184 10.2 1.270 0.200 13.5 1.7 1.7 

F 3.29 1.184 10.2 1.270 0.300 15 1.6 1.6 

First, the responses of the bare sensors and the responses of the sensors loaded with 

different semi-infinite MUTs, which are obtained from full-wave electromagnetic 

simulation (using Keysight Momentum), are obtained. Since the interest in this paper is to 

validate the sensitivity analysis based on the concept of the equivalent dielectric constant 

of the substrate, the simulations have been carried out by considering that the loss tangent 
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of both the substrate and MUTs are identical. The specific considered value is the one of 

the Rogers RO3010 commercial microwave substrate, i.e., tan δ = 0.0035. The metal layers 

with a thickness of 35 m and the conductivity of Cu are the considered parameters. The 

results of these electromagnetic simulations are depicted in Figure 4. 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 4. Responses of the sensors for different dielectric constants of the material under test (MUT) 

(indicated). (a) Sensor A; (b) sensor B; (c) sensor C; (d) sensor D; (e) sensor E; (f) sensor F. 

For the six sensing structures, we have first obtained the equivalent dielectric 

constant of the substrate (indicated in Figure 4, as insets). For that purpose, we have used 

Equation (7), where the considered reference MUT is the one with dielectric constant εMUT 

= 3.55 in all cases. Introducing this value in (7) and the resonance frequencies, f0,air and 

f0,MUT, which are inferred from the simulations, the equivalent dielectric constant of the 
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substrates, εr,eq, is obtained. The six resulting values (one for each sensing structure) are 

depicted in Figure 3b for comparison purposes. The excellent agreement with the results 

calculated from the numerical method (briefly explained before and reported in [90]) 

validates the approach to deduce the equivalent dielectric constant from the simulated or 

measured responses. As expected, the equivalent dielectric constants for sensors B and C 

are identical, since the dielectric constant of the substrate is εr = 3.55 in both cases and the 

ratio between the slot width and the substrate thickness is also identical (i.e., S/h = 1.181). 

Next, we have obtained the shift of the resonance frequency for each sensor as a 

function of the dielectric constant of the MUT. The results are depicted in Figure 5a. Figure 

5b depicts the relative sensitivity derived according to Equation (1), where the derivative 

df0/dεMUT has been numerically obtained from the data points of Figure 5a. It follows from 

Figure 5b that the relative sensitivity, S, is roughly indistinguishable in those sensors with 

identical value of the equivalent dielectric constant (sensors B and C). Moreover, S is in 

very good agreement with the theoretical Equation (9). Such expression, which is a result 

of the sensitivity analysis, predicts that the sensitivity merely depends on the equivalent 

dielectric constant of the substrate under the considered approximations and obviously 

on the dielectric constant of the MUT. If the substrate can be considered to be semi-infinite, 

i.e., S/h  0, once the substrate dielectric constant is set to a certain value, the relative 

sensitivity does not depend on the geometry of the DB-DGS, since the equivalent dielectric 

constant roughly coincides with the substrate dielectric constant. In sensors E and F, the 

substrate dielectric constant is εr = 10.2 and S/h, which although is different, is very small 

in both cases. For this reason, the equivalent dielectric constant of sensors E and F is very 

similar to the dielectric constant of the substrate and, consequently, the sensitivities are 

roughly identical despite the different DB-DGS geometries of both sensors. 
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Figure 5. Variation of the resonance frequency with the dielectric constant of the MUT (a) and relative sensitivity (b) for 

sensors A, B, C, D, E and F. The theoretical relative sensitivities inferred from Equation (9) are also included in the figure 

(dashed line). 

The results of this section validate the sensitivity analysis and the method for 

inferring the equivalent dielectric constant of the substrate. The analysis and the method 

are both based on the hypothesis that the plane of the DB-DGS is a magnetic wall, which 

is very reasonable by virtue of the parametric analysis of the precedent section. It should 

be mentioned, however, that in such parametric analysis, the presence of the microstrip 

line was not taken into account. This line affects the electric field distribution of the slot in 

the region beneath the line and, consequently, one expects that the influence of the line is 

limited provided that its width is much smaller than the length of the slots. The fact that 

the equivalent dielectric constant of the substrate obtained from the simulated responses 

of the different sensors (loaded with the reference MUT) coincides with the equivalent 

dielectric constant obtained by means of the numerical method (based on the method of 
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moments (MoM) [90]) and further indicates that the effects of the line can be neglected to 

a good approximation. 

5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated in this paper that the plane of a slot 

capacitance etched on a finite substrate (uncoated on the opposite side of the slot) behaves 

as a magnetic wall to a very good approximation, at least under reasonable conditions 

(substrate thickness and dielectric constant, as well as slot width) found in most practical 

situations. Under the magnetic wall approximation, the slot capacitance can be considered 

to be composed by the parallel combination of the capacitances at both sides of the slot, 

while both are independent of one another. By using this parallel association of 

capacitances as well as the concept of equivalent dielectric constant of the substrate, an 

analytical expression providing the dependence of the resonance frequency with the 

dielectric constant of the material under test (MUT) in dumbbell defect-ground-structure 

(DB-DGS) based microstrip permittivity sensors has been obtained. Such equivalent 

dielectric constant of the substrate (defined as the necessary dielectric constant of a semi-

infinite substrate providing the same contribution to the capacitance of the slot) is a 

fundamental parameter that, together with the dielectric constant of the MUT, determines 

the relative sensitivity, which is the key figure of merit of permittivity sensors based on 

frequency variation. Specifically, a very simple analytical expression of the relative 

sensitivity that does not explicitly depend on the geometry of the DB-DGS has been 

inferred. It depends solely on the dielectric constant of the MUT and on the equivalent 

dielectric constant of the substrate. Therefore, any combination of DB-DGS geometry, 

substrate thickness and substrate dielectric constant providing the same equivalent 

dielectric constant of the substrate is expected to provide the same relative sensitivity. It 

is also concluded that if the substrate can be considered to be semi-infinite in the vertical 

direction, the equivalent dielectric constant coincides with the dielectric constant of the 

substrate and the relative sensitivity neither depends on the DB-DGS geometry nor on the 

substrate thickness. 
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